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Key Information:  

 Getting students to remember content is a key aspect of all subjects, particularly in 

preparation for exams.  Testing is an effective way for teachers to establish what students 

do and do not know, however it has also proved to be beneficial in improving learning itself. 

 Studying followed by testing was more effective on long term retention than repeated 

studying, despite students believing they would remember more via the latter method. 

 It appears beneficial to test the same knowledge in different ways and at different times, 

following periods of disuse.  Varying testing styles in this way aids the retrieval process and 

therefore improves retention. 

Ways that you can use this in your classroom today:  

1. Remembering: Use a variety of activities in lessons that test recall of knowledge.  This could 

include: quizzing, self-testing, multiple choice, gap-fills, worked examples and rhymes or 

stories to help facts stick. 

2. Chunking: Break topics down and revisit them.  This may involve: scaffolding, spiral curricula, 

spaced learning (revisiting a topic at regular intervals - the opposite of cramming!) or 

interleaved practice (mix skills on related concepts together). 

3. Practicing: Vary the conditions of practice, using a range of different contexts and different 

memory cues to help transfer knowledge to long term memory stores.  
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